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REFURBISHED
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Curtains Separating and creating space
for three treatment beds and one floor
mattress for children’s individual
therapy

PHYSIO
ROOM REFURBISHMENT
Greetings in the name of our Lord Jesus Christ from Kagando Mission
Hospital. I am humbled to write this brief (more pictorial report on the refurb
ishment that was done on our department, all thanks to Interface Uganda. I
have mentioned to Jackie Fowler and am sure that she has reported to the
interface team before about the limitted space in which the physiotherapy
team operated prior to this refurbishment. We have in this refurbishment
project increased the space to twice the size by simply breaking a wall here
and shifting things there to combine two rooms which areto be shared by
physiotherapist, Occupational therapy, orthopedic officer and our department
nurse.
The marks you see on the floor in the first picture indicate the
boundaries placed by cardboard which initially divided this space
into rooms to bring together everything into this single space, that is;
an office/ consultation/ tea room, treatment rooms, a store room,
casting table for P.o.P, exercising space, and waiting area. All this was
broken down and it has been left as open space which will serve as a
therapy gym and clubfoot clinic area on Wednesdays.
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“We are
because
you are. “

Each of the three treatment beds is separated from the
A wall was broken on one side to empty a store room

other by beautiful curtains. In the same treatment

and move a lot of paper and supplies for leprosy and

section, we have reserved floor space for children’s

epilepsy into their other repective places in general

rehabilitation on a floor mat. That is better than we had

OPD so as to leave that room for physiotherapy and

previously as the children were either treated on the

Occupational therapy. Just to throw light on this; we

high plinths or in the little space which was also

have always had an enrolled nurse who was trained in

reception area and was always overcrowded with other

the hospital helping us as an occupational therapy

clients.

nurse but because of his diverse skills in leprosy, TB

The curtains we bought are a light grey color with a

and epilepsy nursing care,we had all that work,

tree pattern aimed at brightening up the rooms further

supplies and files kept here. These have been moved

and thus lift the patients’ moods

and the room re organised to make the physio and OT

We also got new sockets and had the area with

treatment area.

treatment rooms wired with wires and sockets

The walls have been repainted. We had a light blue

imbeded in the wall.

color which was distorted during the breaking and

Jen Morris kindly gave us the beautiful material that

scrapping of things. We have now followed the trend

we used for window curtains.

of the other wards to use white so as to brighten up the

We preserved our xray viewing box, three shelves and

rooms.

wall bars.
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GOING FORWARD…



We now have space to do more group
exercises, such as aerobics. We shall utilise this
even for individuals

 We can now hold specialised clinics with
enough space like the clubfoot clinic, CP clinic,
neuro (mostly stroke) clinic in the therapy gym
without worrying about so much congestion.
 There is ample space inside the treatment area
for the patient and physiotherapists to move
during assessment and treatment.



We now have space for treating the children
with neurodevelopmental conditions while
enjoying time together on a comfortable floor
mat.



My hope and prayer is that the gym will soon
be equipped with more gym mats, maybe a
few more gym balls, dumb bells, a treadmill
and a stationary bike or more.
Prepared by,
GLORIA NDEKEZI CHIMPAYE (HoD)
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